CLIMATE STUDIES MINOR

REQUIRED CORE (14 credits)

1. ENVR 150: Intro to Environmental Studies  
   (IC: BN)

2. Natural Sciences (choose 4 credits)  
   - INTG 278A: Energy and the Environment  
     (IC: NW, OR, TF-Movement)  
   - ENVR 331: Science of Global Climate Changes  
   - CHEM 343: Climate and Habitat Change  
     (2 credits, prerequisites)  
   - CHEM 344A: Env. Chemistry-Airshed  
     (2 credits, prerequisites)  
   - CHEM 344B: Env. Chemistry-Hydrosphere and  
     Lithosphere (2 credits, prerequisites)

3. Social Sciences (choose 4 credits)  
   - ENVR 303: Climate Action Workshop  
     (IC: EX, TF-Justice)  
   - ENVR 377A: Energy and Society  
     (IC: SW, TF-Justice)

4. ENVR 306: Global Climate Change Policy  
   (2 credits) (IC: SW, TE3-Justice)

ELECTIVES (6 credits)  
some courses have prerequisites

Part 1: Applications in diverse fields (4 credits)  
   - ART 218: Intro to Computer Art  
     (IC: AE, TE1-Truth)  
   - NUTR 240: Food Systems: Policies and Controversies  
     (2 credits, prerequisites) (IC: HE, TF-Movement)  
   - INTG 278A: Energy and the Environment  
     (IC: NW, OR, TF-Movement)  
   - ENVR 300: World Literature of Climate Change  
     (IC: HE, WR, TE3-Justice)  
   - ENVR 300Q: Environmental Health  
   - ENVR 300T: Sustainable Agricultural Science  
     (IC: NW, TE3-Movement)  
   - ENVR 303: Climate Action Workshop  
     (IC: EX, TF-Justice)  
   - ENVR 315: American Environmental Literature  
     (IC: HE, WR, TE3-Justice)
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